When following the growth of structure in the Universe, we propose replacing merger trees with merger graphs, in which haloes can both merge and split into separate pieces. We show that this leads to smoother mass growth and eliminates catastrophic failures in which massive haloes have no progenitors or descendants. For those who prefer to stick with merger trees, we find that trees derived from our merger graphs have similar mass growth properties to previous methods, but again without catastrophic failures. For future galaxy formation modelling, two different density thresholds can be used to distinguish host haloes (extended galactic haloes, groups and clusters) from higher-density subhaloes: sites of galaxy formation.
INTRODUCTION
Structure formation in the Universe is hierarchical in nature, with small haloes forming first and merging into ever-larger ones in a process which is usually visualised in the form of a merger tree, first popularised by Lacey & Cole (1993) .
The Sussing Merger Trees project (Srisawat et al. 2013 , hereafter SMT13) applied 10 different merger tree algorithms on the same dark matter halo catalogue and compared the results. These all showed a variety of issues characterised by extreme fluctuations in mass along the merger history of a halo, and the occasional abrupt disappearance (i.e. lack of progenitors) of even quite massive haloes looking back in time. Most of these problems are caused by either: a difficulty in locating the centre about which to grow a halo, leading to occasional "flip-flops" in which the halo's centre jumps from one substructure to another; or the disappearance of a satellite subhalo as it passes through another, larger halo, and then its reappearance at a later stage.
A subsequent paper by Avila et al. (2014) investigated the extent to which the results of SMT13 were affected by the use of a particular halo finder. They used a wider range of halo finding techniques and found that, although the detailed statistics of halo growth were altered, the basic problems mentioned above remained.
This paper investigates the extent to which these problems can be overcome by the use of merger graphs rather than merger trees, in which haloes are allowed both to split apart as well as merge together. We will show that they eliminate catastrophic failures (appearance or disappearance of E-mail: w.roper@sussex.ac.uk massive haloes) and provide smoother mass growth. Moreover, although that is not our proposed use, we find that such graphs can be split after construction back into trees, whose properties are more well-behaved than any investigated in SMT13.
One of the main uses of merger trees is to provide a skeleton of the evolution of dark matter haloes, within which to build models of galaxy formation. These models are compromised in existing trees by the flip-flop behaviour mentioned above. We suggest that the best way to circumvent that is not to divide substructures into, as existing methods do, a single main halo that is associated with the whole dark matter halo, and other sub-halos which are deemed to be satellites. Instead we propose that all substructures are treated equally, but with the possibility of deeming one of those substructures to host a central galaxy if it is at, or close to, the dynamical centre of the enclosing halo.
We identify haloes with a Friends-of-friends (FOF) linking algorithm. Unlike most existing algorithms, we choose not to define a centre about which to grow a spherical overdensity. That not only introduces the problem of misidentification of main haloes, as mentioned above, but also leads to the possibility of overlapping haloes. Moreover, we identify substructures using FOF with a smaller linking length, which necessarily leads to the correct nesting of high-density substructures within lower density haloes. In the context of galaxy formation modelling, the low-density haloes would be container haloes (clusters, groups, or even extended dark matter haloes around individual galaxies) with the higherdensity substructures being the localised dark matter haloes within which galaxies form.
The paper is constructed as follows. In the rest of this introduction we explain some of the terminology related to merger graphs, and review previous work. In Section 2, we describe our MErger Graph Algorithm (MEGA) method for identifying haloes, constructing merger graphs, splitting those graphs back into trees, and nesting of subhalos. Section 3 first contrasts our merger tree results with those from SMT13, then shows the equivalent plots for merger graphs, before looking at the distribution and dynamics of subhalos. Finally, in Section 4, we present our conclusions and discuss their implications.
Terminology
Where possible we stick to the terminology outlined in SMT13 and expanded upon in Thomas et al. (2015, hereafter TOT15) . We provide a brief glossary of some key terms here. Firstly, • A halo is a dark-matter condensation as returned by a halo-finder. There are a variety of different halo finding algorithms in use: we describe the ones of relevance to this paper in Section 1.2 below.
• A temporal merger graph is a set of ordered halo pairs, (H A , H B ), where H A is older than H B , that represents the growth of structure over cosmic time.
• Recursively, H A itself and progenitors of H A are progenitors of H B . Where it is necessary to distinguish H A from earlier progenitors, we will use the term direct progenitor.
• Recursively, H B itself and descendants of H B are descendants of H A . Where it is necessary to distinguish H B from later descendants, we will use the term direct descendant.
• Optionally, one of the direct progenitors may be labelled the main progenitor -in this paper we will take that to be the most massive.
• The longest continuous sequence of main progenitors extending back in time from a given halo is known as the main branch.
• A halo that has no descendants is known as an end halo.
• A temporal merger tree is a temporal merger graph in which there is precisely one direct descendant for every halo, except for a single end halo. The word temporal has been inserted into the definitions above because it is also possible to nest structure at any given epoch into a hierarchy of haloes and subhaloes of different overdensity. In this paper we use only two density levels and so we use this restricted terminology:
• The spatial nesting of haloes is described by a set of ordered halo pairs,
• The subhalo closest to the centre of the host halo we will call the central subhalo -note that this differs from TOT15 who use the term main halo. In addition to the above we use a couple of terms to describe intermediate steps in the graph construction:
• A candidate halo has been selected for further investigation but is not yet confirmed as a true halo.
• When producing trees from our graphs, for comparison with previous work, we often have to divide haloes into two or more pieces: we call each of these a split-halo.
Previous work
The first stage in developing robust and complete merger graphs or trees is to identify a halo catalogue. A comparison of existing techniques was described in the "Haloes Gone MAD" project (Knebe et al. 2011) . Those are primarily based on the FOF algorithm, either in real space or phase space, and/or a spherical overdensity (SO) step (Press & Schechter 1974) to grow haloes around density peaks. We choose the former method so as to ensure non-overlapping haloes.
As mentioned above, SMT13 and Avila et al. (2014) are two studies that look in detail at different merger tree algorithms and compare their properties. To the best of our knowledge there have been no previous published papers on merger graphs of structure formation, except the abovementioned TOT15 arXiv article that proposes a terminology for merger graphs as part of a longer article on merger tree data format.
It is not our intention to provide a detailed description of either halo finding or tree-making algorithms in this paper as that is done in great detail in the above-mentioned papers. However, we do make comparison in this paper to much of that previous work, particularly SMT13 whose data we had access to, so we present a brief description of that here.
Halo finders
The Amiga Halo Finder, AHF (Gill et al. 2004; Knollmann & Knebe 2009 ) employs recursively adaptive grids to locate local overdensities in the density field. The identified density peaks are then treated as centres of prospective haloes. After identifying haloes, unbinding is done based on the SO model and halo properties are then calculated based on the particles asserted to be gravitationally bound to their respective density peak. This is the halo finder employed by SMT13 and thus the halo finder we compare directly to.
ROCKSTAR (Behroozi et al. 2013a ) is a halo finder which builds a hierarchy of particles from FOF groups in phase space by progressively and adaptively reducing the linking length. Unbinding is then performed using the full particle potentials and subsequently halo centres are defined by averaging particle positions in a small region close to the phase-space density peak. Although merger tree data was not available for direct comparison, this halo finder is the closest in essence to the approach presented in this paper.
SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001) identifies disjoint, gravitationally bound, locally, overdense regions within an input set of particles, traditionally provided by a FOF group finder. The algorithm then searches for saddle points in the iso-density contours within the global field of the halo to identify substructures. Then the self-boundness condition is asserted so that the particles with positive total energy are iteratively dismissed until only bound particles remain.
Merger tree construction algorithms
Aside from JMERGE (developed as part of SMT13), which estimated the trajectory of objects, all participants in SMT13: MERGERTREE (part of AHF), CONSISTENT TREES (Behroozi et al. 2013b ), D-TREES (Jiang et al. 2014) , HBT (Han et al. 2012) , LHALOTREE (Springel et al. 2005) , SUBLINK (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015) , TREEMAKER (Tweed et al. 2009 ), VELOCIRAPTOR (Elahi et al. 2019a,b) and YSAMTM (Jung et al. 2014) ; used particle IDs to link objects between snapshots. To make merger trees, all algorithms choose at most one object as the descendant of an older object, to do this they use a variety of the available halo information. Some only count the fraction of shared particle IDs while others might use extra information such as position, velocity, binding energy, or any other physical properties of the particles or haloes. A summary of these approaches is presented in detail in SMT13.
Throughout the merger tree analysis presented here we make comparisons to all the available SMT13 algorithms; however, data for comparison to HBT was unavailable for this paper, as such this algorithm is omitted here but presented in full in SMT13. For clarity, in subsequent analysis we focus on comparison to D-Trees due to it's main branch length performance, being the next best to MEGA. For that reason we present greater detail on D-Trees.
The D-Trees algorithm is designed to work with halo catalogues extracted by the SUBFIND halo finder, like AHF this can lead to missing progenitors and descendants. To combat this D-Trees allows for descendants to be identified multiple snapshots later, with a free parameter N step defining how many snapshots are used for the descendent search; for SMT13, N step = 5 was used.
These descendants are identified by finding a most bound "core" of particles from the particles in all progenitors in snapshot A. A number of linking particles is then defined from the group of progenitors, a descendant is then any halo in snapshot B (where snapshot B is within snapshots A+1 to A+N step ) which shares at least 1 of these linking particles. The descendent at snapshot B is then the candidate descendent with the maximum fraction of linking particles. This can yield up to N step descendants. To identify the descendent used in the merger tree, the main progenitor of each is found: if this main progenitor is the group at snapshot A for more than one of the descendants, then the earliest descendent is taken; if it is the main progenitor for only one descendent, then this descendent is taken; or if no such descendent exists then the earliest descendent is taken regardless.
We note that some tree construction algorithms were designed to work with bespoke halo finders and, as such, the SMT13 comparison may not show them in their best light. This was investigated in Avila et al. (2014) . Unfortunately, we do not have access to data from that paper and so cannot add those results to our plots, for which the reader will have to refer back to the original paper. We note, however, that the improvement is modest compared to the results of our own MEGA aglorithm that we describe below.
METHOD
In Section 2.1, we describe our MErger Graph Algorithm (MEGA) method for identifying haloes: because of our desire to have distinct, non-overlapping haloes, that will be based solely on the Friends of Friends (FOF, Davis et al. 1985) algorithm together with a binding energy check. We then, in Section 2.2, describe the manner of linking those haloes into merger graphs. To facilitate comparison with previous work, we describe in Section 2.3 a method of splitting those graphs up into trees. Finally, in Section 2.4, we introduce the concept of spatial nesting of haloes of differing over-density (i.e. FOF linking length).
Throughout this paper we will use the same input simulations as in SMT13 and contrast our results to those from the various algorithms used in that paper.
Identification of haloes
We will first describe the identification of haloes in configuration space and then extend that to phase space, which we will show is better able to separate 'fly-by' haloes that have temporarily merged and eliminate spurious haloes.
Spatially-defined (configuration space) haloes
We generate candidate haloes by linking together all particles with separations less than
whered is the mean inter-particle separation and α s = 0.2; this corresponds roughly to an overdensity with respect to the mean of 300-550 (More et al. 2011) . Candidate haloes are required to contain a particle number N p ≥ 10. This minimum particle number is rather small and means that many of the smallest candidate haloes will be spurious: however we want to maximize the chances that a larger halo, once it has formed, will survive until the present day (albeit that it may merge with a more massive halo). For a candidate halo to make it into the final halo catalogue, we require one of the following to be true, whose motivation is explained below: either • The number of particles, N P ≥ 20 and • The total energy of the halo, E ≤ 0; or
• The halo has 10 or more particles in common with a halo in the previous snapshot. This ensures that each halo is at least 20 particles in size when it first appears, although it may fluctuate below that in its subsequent evolution.
The energy of a halo, E, is defined as
where
and Here the sums run over the particles in a halo, i = 1 . . . N P ; m i is the mass of particle i and M the total mass of the halo; v i is the particle velocity, v the mean velocity of the halo, and σ v its (3-D) velocity dispersion; G is the gravitational constant; r i j is the separation of particles i and j; and s is the softening of the simulation. Figure 1 shows the value of E for each of our spatiallydefined haloes. The lower dashed line shows the relation expected for an isolated, virialised halo (whose size is much larger than the softening). The modal relation for our haloes lies slightly above this line principally because they are not isolated from their surroundings but are exchanging particles across the nominal outer density contour of the halo.
It is clear that a substantial fraction of haloes have positive energy. At low particle number, N P , most of these are spurious associations of particles that have broken away from a larger halo and which are either subsequently reincorporated or rapidly disperse. It would be possible to weed these out based upon their future behaviour, and indeed we have a method to do this that we included in an earlier draft of this paper; however, we discovered that the phase-space linking described below does a much better job and so we decided to omit that more complicated spatial algorithm.
There are also haloes with very high particle number, N P > 1000, even one with N P > 10 000, that have positive energy: these are merging systems whose orbital energy dominates over the binding energy of the merging systems.
Note that we do not consider whether individual particles are bound to the halo, which is at the heart of many other methods. That means that the outer parts of our FOF haloes may well contain particles that are not bound (and, conversely, there may be particles that lie outside the FOF halo that are gravitationally bound to it). There are two reasons for this: firstly, unbinding is an ill-defined and costly procedure; and secondly, it can lead to disruption. and hence disappearance from the graphs, of merging haloes. We find that the main positive effects of particle unbinding, namely identifying spurious haloes, or removing 'fluff' from the outskirts of haloes, can be accomplished by moving to phasespace linking, as described in the next subsection.
Phase Space
To reduce the number of massive merging haloes with E > 0 which are in fact genuine interacting systems, while also reducing the number of temporary particle associations, we move to a phase space halo definition. We do this by initially applying the spatial metric
to produce candidate haloes, which are then individually passed through the phase space metric
where r i j is the particle separation in real space, v i j is the particle separation in velocity space, s is the previous spatial linking length (Equation 1) and v is the velocity space linking length. We define an adaptive velocity space linking length derived from the virial theorem in terms of the particle mass m p , number of particles in a halo N P , the desired overdensity ∆, and the mean densityρ,
where α v is a free parameter whose value we vary as described below. Using too small a value of α v can lead to some of the smaller genuine haloes disappearing from the catalogue, while using too large a value fails to separate some obvious mergers. Additionally, as mentioned above, using a single linking length leads to a range of recovered overdensities for FOF haloes. For these reasons, we nominally set ∆ = 200 and loop over successively smaller values of α v from 10 down to 0.8, exiting the loop and saving the properties of the halo(s) if at any stage E < 0. Should any haloes break into 2 or more pieces then each is treated in the same manner. Should a halo reach α v = 0.8 with E > 0 it is only included in the final catalogue if it is required for another halo's persistence as described in Section 2.1.1. The final α v distribution is shown in Figure 2 for those haloes which exit the iteration having reached E ≤ 0, the number of haloes that result from each spatial counterpart is shown in Figure 3 , and the energy of the surviving haloes is shown in Figure 4 . As expected from Figure 1 , the vast majority (about 80 %) of haloes have negative energy even when all particles are included and are thus unaffected by this move to phase space. However, 8 % only attain negative energy with a reduced velocity linking length, while 12 % of all candidate haloes are excluded because their particle count drops below 10 whilst their energy is still positive. Somewhat surprisingly, only 116 out of the original population of almost 1 million candidate haloes with E > 0 survive with 10 or more particles and positive energy at the end of this process -it is extremely efficient at removing rogue haloes. Of those 116, 59 are retained because they are the descendant of a real halo from the previous snapshot. Figure 5 shows the halo mass function at z = 0 in comparison to several other halo finders. Our method produces very similar halo numbers to Subfind and AHF at low masses, but our FOF method returns higher masses for the largest haloes. We stress, once again, that out haloes are not directly comparable to those in SMT13 because we do not require individual particles to be bound. The justification for this looser definition comes in the improved behaviours of the resultant graphs and trees described in Section 3 below.
Construction of merger graphs
Given a halo catalogue, the construction of merger graphs in our method is elementary: we simply link together haloes in adjacent snapshots (output times) that have 10 or more particles in common. It is possible using this method that a halo has no descendants: the reason for using a 10 particle halo mass limit, rather than the usual 20, is that we want Figure 6 . The distribution of minimum mass a halo reaches in its subsequent evolution once it has initially reached a particle mass of N p = 20 or greater. Haloes included in the bin with mass less than < 10 are those haloes which drop below the 10 particle limit and are no longer tracked. The haloes in the N p = 20 bin are those that never drop below 20 particles once they reach that mass; those in the N p = 21 bin are haloes which initially have a mass greater than 20 particles and never have N p ≤ 20 particles in their subsequent evolution.
to to reduce as far as possible the number of such truncated branches. Once the graph is complete, we run through it and remove all haloes whose particle count, and that of all their progenitors, is fewer than 20 particles. In that way all haloes, when they first appear, are at least 20 particles in size. The distribution of minimum mass for a halo in its subsequent evolution is shown in Figure 6 . About a quarter of haloes fluctuate below the 20 particle limit but only a small fraction (about 1 in 20) drop below 10 particles and so give truncated branches that don't reach the present day.
Splitting merger graphs into merger trees
To facilitate comparison with previous work, we introduce a method to split graphs back into merger trees. Starting with the penultimate snapshot and working backwards in time, we consider the descendants of each halo. If there is more than one descendant then we treat the halo as a candidate for splitting. The rationale is that the halo is a combination of two or more smaller haloes that are dynamically distinct but which have temporarily come within the FOF linking length of one another. We define those split-haloes by the particles that they have in common with each descendant and test their reality with the following constraint: that the split-halo is the most massive split-halo, that it has negative energy, or that it occupies a distinct region in phase space relative to the most massive split-halo:
where r and v are the mean positions and velocities, σ r and σ v are the root-mean-square radii and velocities, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the most massive split-halo and the candidate split-halo. The choice of coefficient in Equation 8 is motivated by Figure 7 which shows the separations of split-halo pairs in position and velocity space. Those at large separations in this diagram are genuine overlaps that have failed to be separated by the phase-space halo identification method. The long tail of low-separation candidates, however, are most likely not real substructures but simply random associations of particles: for these, we retain their identity as a single object and sever the link to the descendant with the least number of particles in common.
In this way, after working back in time to the earliest haloes, the graph has become teased apart into separate trees, one for each halo in the graph at the final snapshot. The resultant number of haloes split from all candidate haloes is shown in Figure 8 . There are two histograms shown here: one for the number of bound split-haloes that each halo is divided into, and another for the number of unbound splithaloes, the larger numbers of unbound haloes are isolated to split-haloes with a large total N split . The main thing to take away is that even having a single unbound split-halo is very rare (about 1 in 10 3 ) and having multiple ones even more so. To create a tree structure, some haloes need to be split into as many as 100 pieces, but these are almost all bound objects.
To further check that our algorithm does not simply tear apart real objects, we show the energy distribution of these split-haloes in Figure 9 . Note that some haloes with N p > 100 that were previously bound (and even one with N P > 1000) have now show up as having E > 0 -that is because we are using in the energy calculation only those particles in common with the descendant. Of these splithaloes with E > 0, the vast majority have a real (E < 0) progenitor. The remaining 18 exist for precisely 2 snapshots with E > 0 before linking to a real progenitor.
Overall, the splitting procedure seems to have done a reasonable job (and we will see in Section 3.1 below that the resultant tree has properties that match, or outperform, other methods).
Subhaloes: spatial nesting
The standard linking length of 0.2 times the mean interparticle separation gives haloes that roughly correspond to the virialised region. The edges of such a region tend to be somewhat irregular and a certain amount of exchange of material with the surroundings is expected -hence our use of merger graphs rather than merger trees. In the currentday Universe, at least, these tend to correspond to groups and clusters of galaxies: for that reason, we regard them as container vessels within which higher-density galactic haloes will reside.
The overdensity of a halo (or that region of a halo) within which galaxies form is uncertain and probably redshift-dependent, but will nevertheless be higher than the virial overdensity. Within this paper, we simply choose a linking length of 0.1 times the mean inter-particle separation to define such high-density subhaloes. Exactly as for the host haloes, we select candidate subhaloes in configuration space, then try successively smaller velocity linking lengths in phase-space until the energy becomes negative, E < 0.
With this definition, all subhaloes are distinct from one another (no particles in common) and are spatially nested within the corresponding host halo.
RESULTS
We begin our results in Section 3.1 by looking at the properties of merger trees. That is not because we see merger trees as the way forwards, but because we want to compare to previous work. We will show that our trees show similar mass fluctutations to other FOF-based methods in the SMT13 tests, but show fewer catastrophic failures and hence longer main branch lengths.
We then look in Section 3.2 at the properties of the graph as a whole. These show, as expected, smoother mass growth than for the trees.
Finally, in Section 3.3 we consider the properties of subhalos, defined as higher density substructures within haloes.
Merger trees
Although the main purpose of this paper is to investigate the properties of merger graphs, we explained in Section 2.3 how to split the graphs back up into trees. This allows for comparison with previous work and in particular the study of SMT13: we reproduce the plots from that paper below.
We note two differences between our work and most of the SMT13 trees that should be borne in mind when making this comparison. Firstly, we are defining haloes on the basis of FOF groups, rather than spherical overdensityour haloes are therefore irregular in shape and their mean density is rather poorly defined; to compare the results presented here to FOF defined merger trees see the result of Avila et al. (2014) , particularly figures 3, 5, 7 and 8. Secondly, we require haloes to have a minimum of 20 particles when they are first created, but we allow them to fluctuate in mass down to 10 particles in their subsequent evolutionthis has the effect of reducing the number of low mass haloes that are brought into existence but then disappear with no descendants.
Main branch length
The first test of the quality of the trees that we consider is the main branch length: i.e. the number of simulation timesteps (snapshots) that a halo can be traced back into the past until it disappears. Figure 10 shows that, grouped by halo mass (particle number) at the current day, and contrasted wtih the results from SMT13. Figure 10 . The main branch length of all trees rooted at the present day (z = 0). Here is the number of snapshots that a tree's main branch can be traced until it disappears. The upper, middle and lower panels represent mass bins of N P > 1000, 1000 ≥ N P > 100 and 100 ≥ N P ≥ 20 respectively. The MEGA main branches are defined such that they are rooted at and end on haloes with N P ≥ 20; in between they are allowed to fall below the 20 particle threshold but no lower than 10 particles.
The most important thing to note is the absence of a tail extending to short main branch lengths in the upper panel and the reduced tail in the middle panel. That is to say, all massive haloes have existed for an extended period of time, as one might expect. That is not true of the trees produced by the SMT13 study. In the middle histogram, for example, those show multiple haloes with more than 100 particles that come into existence only on the final snapshot. More worryingly, there are haloes with more than 1000 particles at the present day that exist for only one or two snapshots. Most likely these are pathological cases whereby a large halo has split into two pieces, only one of which can be linked into the tree.
Even if we exclude these outliers, the median branch length is higher in our trees derived from the merger graphs: the maximum branch length is similar to that in SMT13 but the distribution is narrower. For the lower panel only, part of the improvement is due to our allowing haloes to fluctutate below 20 particles; we show the equivalent plots with a hard 20 particle lower limit in Appendix A. Figure 11 shows the number of direct progenitors for each halo in the trees. For MEGA-Tree we restrict our analysis to haloes with N P ≥ 20 to facilitate comparison with the SMT13 results. It can be seen that MEGA-Tree is roughly consistent with those results but at the upper end of the progenitor number. The reason for this is that our looser definition of haloes, based on FOF rather than spherical overdensity, leads to slightly more low mass haloes (as can be seen in the lower panel of Figure 10 ).
Number of progenitors

Mass growth
We next examine the mass growth along the main branch of the merger trees. Figure 12 shows the slope of the logarithmic mass growth between any two main branch haloes with N p > 1000 in adjacent snapshots. This statistic is defined to lie in the range −1 ≤ β m ≤ 1 with where the logarithmic mass growth is defined as
Thus β m ∼ −1 represents a catastrophic decrease in mass, and β m ∼ +1 an abrupt increase in mass. This statistic shows that is much more common for haloes in MEGA-Tree to experience modest mass growth between snapshots than those from SMT13 trees, and that the fraction of haloes that decrease in mass is lower. These differences between SMT13 algorithms and MEGA-Tree match those found Avila et al. (2014) who showed that they can almost entirely be attributed to the difference in halo definition: FOF here compared to spherical overdensity in SMT13. Another difference, which is not simply due to the use of FOF, is that the number of catastrophic changes in mass | β m | ≥ 0.75, is reduced relative to SMT13 algorithms.
Another method to categorise the mass growth is the fluctuation in the rate of mass growth: this is presented in Figure 13 for all successive main branch haloes with N p > 1000. The mass fluctuation is given by
At first sight the difference between Figures 12 and 13 seem odd: the former shows a greater tendency for positive mass growth in MEGA-Tree than in SMT13, but a broader spread of flucuations in the rate of growth. However, we have checked that this behaviour is real, and a similar effect was again observed in Avila et al. (2014) for FOF-defined haloes as compared to the spherical overdensity defined haloes in SMT13. So in summary, our MEGA-Tree trees show similar fluctuations in mass to previous algorithms, but far fewer catastrophic failures, i.e. sudden appearance or disappearance of massive haloes. Figure 14 . The main branch length of all graphs rooted at the present day (z = 0). As in Fig.10 , is the number of steps or generations possible 'walking' down the tree, with the lower, middle and upper panels representing mass bins of 20 ≤ N P ≤ 100, 100 < N P ≤ 1000 and 1000 ≤ N P respectively. Here, the MEGA main branches are defined such that they are rooted at generations of the graph with at least one halo with M ≥ 20 and end on haloes with M ≥ 20; in between haloes are allowed to fall below the 20 particle threshold but no lower than 10 particles.
Merger graphs
We now investigate the main focus of this work, merger graphs. Where possible we compare statistics with those produced by trees, both in this work and in SMT13.
Main branch length
Once again the first quality of graphs we measure is the main branch length, grouped by halo mass (particle number) at the current day, and contrasted with the results from SMT13 in Figure 14 .
As with the trees, the median branch length is higher than that in SMT13 with a narrower distribution and a similar maximum branch length. This can be attributed to our merger graphs being better behaved at low particle numbers which is again evident in the lower panel of Figure 14 with no sharp upturn at short branch lengths relative to the upturn on SMT13 trees at the same point.
More importantly, catastrophic failures in the evolution of haloes with N P > 100 are completely eliminated. Unlike for trees, the graph does not require decisions to be made about which descendants to keep and so there is no possibility that halo will become detached from the graph. 
Number of progenitors and descendants
The number of direct progenitors of MEGA-Graph haloes is shown in Figure 15 . Unsurprisingly, this is similar to the result for haloes in the MEGA-Tree, shown in Figure 11 .
More interesting is the number of direct descendants, shown in Figure 16 . For a tree this is mostly 1, except for the rare occasions when a halo goes missing, in which case it is 0. Notice that the MEGA-Graph algorithm has not eliminated 0 descendants (end haloes) entirely: these are those haloes, as discussed in Section 2.2 and shown in Figure 6 , whose mass eventually dwindles below a particle number of 10.
Smoothness of mass growth
It is when we look at the smoothness of the mass growth that the value of graphs over trees becomes clear. Figure 17 shows that the mass growth is much more strongly biased towards positive values even than the MEGA-Trees and that the abrupt increases and decreases of mass have been entirely eliminated. Similarly, in Figure 18 , we see that mass fluctuations are smoother in the MEGA-Graphs than in any tree. While not entirely surprising, this does reinforce the idea that graphs provide a more complete framework for following the growth of structure than do trees. Figure 19 . The occupancy as a function of host halo mass in MEGAfor all subhaloes at all snapshots. The cluster of points at the tip of the distribution is located in a single halo at multiple sequential timesteps.
Substructure
In this section we look at the properties of subhaloes within our host haloes. As a reminder, for the purposes of this paper, subhaloes are simply defined to be haloes defined in exactly the same way as for the host haloes, but with linking lengths in both position and velocity corresponding to 8 times the overdensity.
We define the central subhalo to be the the one whose centre of mass is closest to the centre of mass of the enclosing host halo -in 9 out of 10 cases this is the most massive subhalo. Other subhaloes are referred to as satellite subhaloes. Figure 19 shows the relationship between the number of subhaloes, N sub , and the particle number in the host halo. By far the most common values of N sub are 0 and 1: the former correspond to small haloes for which substructure cannot be resolved, and the latter to haloes that have a single density peak. However, we also see occupancy numbers, of decreasing frequency, as high as N sub = 140. 1 Of course, the number of subhaloes is primarily limited by the resolution of the simulation, i.e. the number of particles in each halo.
Halo occupation distribution
Subhalo mass fractions
Figures 20 and 21 show histograms of the contribution to the mass of a halo from substructures, and a breakdown by halo mass, respectively. Note that these plots show only those haloes that possess subhaloes: this is about half of the 1 Note that the clump of points with N sub > 100 in Figure 19 all correspond to haloes at different snapshots along the main branch of a single graph. total. The requirement that a subhalo has a minimum mass of 20 particles leads to the lower locus seen in the plots and biases the mass fractions upwards in the lowest mass haloes. Overall the mass fraction of the central subhalo is about 50 per cent but with a large dispersion. That leaves little room for satellite subhaloes that mostly have very small mass fractions.
The right-hand panel in Figure 21 shows a branch of very low mass fractions for the central halo -that is because there are a small number of merging systems for which the most massive subhalo is not located at the centre of the FOF group. Were we to choose to define the 'main' subhalo as the most massive one then this low mass fraction branch Figure 22 . Space density of the centrality of subhaloes for all host haloes and subhaloes with N P ≥ 10 in all snapshots. The centrality is the separation of a subhalo's centre of mass from the centre of mass of its enclosing host halo, ∆r sub , divided by the root-mean-square size of the host halo, σ r . Plotted here are the central subhalo and then the next 4 subsequent satellite haloes in increasing radius from the centre of the host halo.
would disappear, but we prefer not to do that, for the reason discussed in the next subsection.
Subhalo centrality
One of the advantages of defining all subhaloes, including the central subhalo as being distinct from the enclosing host halo is that we can determine whether or not the two have common dynamics, or whether the central subhalo is displaced or is moving with respect to the host: this is shown in Figures 22 and 23 , respectively. 2 We can see that central haloes completely dominate at small radii and remain the most populous type of subhalo all the way out to σ r , where σ r is the root-mean-square size of the host halo. Most likely satellite subhaloes are disrupted at smaller radii, although there may be some that survive but go undetected by our halo-identification algorithm. The median offset of the central subhalo from the centroid of the host halo is about 0.27 σ r .
In velocity space there is no such restriction and the density of satellite subhaloes remains constant, albeit much lower than that of the main subhalo, all the way in to relative velocities of zero. The median speed of the central subhalo relative to that of the host halo is about 0.12 σ v .
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we advocate the use of merger graphs rather than merger trees in order to follow the development of Figure 23 . Velocity-space density of the relative speed of central and satellite subhaloes for all host haloes and subhaloes with N P ≥ 10 in all snapshots. The relative speed is the magnitude of the difference in velocity of a subhalo from that of the host halo, ∆v sub , divided by the velocity dispersion of the host halo, σ v . Plotted here are the central subhalo and then the next 4 subsequent satellite haloes in increasing radius from the centre of the host halo. structure in the Universe. Our method leads to two significant advantages compared to previous approaches:
• the elimination of catastrophic failures in merger histories whereby massive haloes either disappear or are created without progenitors.
• the reduction of mass fluctuations during the growth of structure; We identify haloes by a two-step process: first using friends-of-friends (FOF) to locate over-dense regions in real (configuration) space; then by running FOF a second time, in phase space, with a decreasing velocity-space linking length, until a candidate halo either has negative total energy or drops below the 10-particle limit. Although this method does an excellent job at distinguishing interacting but unbound haloes that will later separate, it is not perfect. Therefore, in addition, a small fraction of haloes with positive energy are retained if they are descendants of (have 10 or more particles in common with) real haloes in the previous snapshot.
To aid comparison with previous work (Srisawat et al. 2013, SMT13) , we also generate merger trees by splitting haloes with multiple descendants into 2 or more pieces. We do not require that the pieces have negative energy, but we do require that they occupy distinct regions of phase-space as an indicator that they are genuine structures. Our main results are:
• The distribution of main branch length (length of time that a halo exists for) is much more peaked than in other methods from SMT13 and in particular shows many fewer short lengths which are indicative of catastrophic failures (haloes being created or disappearing out of nothing).
• The number of progenitors is similar to the SMT13 algorithms.
• The mass growth along the main branch is slightly more peaked and biased to positive values, but the distribution of mass fluctuations is slightly broader: this is similar to the result found by Avila et al. (2014) who showed that the difference arises from the difference between FOF haloes and the use of spherical overdensity as in SMT13.
The main purpose of this paper is to look at the properties of merger graphs, with the following conclusions:
• As for our derived merger trees, the advantages of increased branch lengths compared to previous methods from SMT13 are retained.
• In addition the graphs show smoother mass growth than any tree algorithm.
• The most common number of descendants for a halo is 1, as one might expect, but can rise as high as 45. When modelling star formation in galactic haloes, it is often assumed that the baryon content of haloes can never decrease: this is to preserve metallicity (see, e.g. Henriques et al. 2020) . That means that the baryon content of a halo is determined by the ratio of the maximum mass along its past history to the current mass. Figure 24 shows histograms for the baryon fraction in current-day haloes derived from 2 different trees and MEGA-Graph, where the baryon mass is set equal to the mean baryon density parameter of the Universe (set to 0.0155 here) times this maximum mass. In each case, we have strong peaks at the desired universal value, but with a tail of mass ratios extending towards the right: for the best of the SMT13 algorithms, this can even give baryon masses that exceed the total mass of the halo! The MEGA-Tree algorithm performs better than any of those from SMT13, but clearly MEGA-Graph greatly improves on any of the trees.
The haloes that we identify with a linking length of 0.2 times the mean separation we call host haloes: we then generate high-density 'subhaloes' through the same procedure as for host haloes but using half the spatial linking length. This guarantees nesting of subhaloes within main haloes. The lowest mass host haloes have either a single subhalo or none at all, with the number of subhaloes increasing with host halo mass up to, for the SMT13 simulation, over 100.
We divide the subhaloes up into central subhaloes (those closest to the centre of each host halo) and satellite subhaloes. Typically a fraction of about 0.5-0.6 of the mass is contained in the central subhalo. As might be expected, the central subhalo is generally located towards the centre of the enclosing main halo, with a median separation between their centres of about 0.27 σ r , where σ r is the rootmean-square size of the host halo. Similarly, most central subhaloes are moving at roughly the same velocity as their hosts. In a small fraction of cases, however, corresponding to merging systems, there are substantial offsets between the positions and/or velocities of central subhaloes relative to their hosts.
In the context of galaxy formation then we associate haloes with the potential wells (extended galactic haloes, groups and clusters) within which baryons will accumulate. The galaxies themselves will form within the higher-density subhaloes. The central subhalo is usually, but not always, located at the centre of the host halo and will be the natural site of accretion for cooling coronal gas: where there is a large offset then that is an indicator of a merger and accretion could be suspended.
Thus we anticipate that our merger graphs will provide a better backbone for galaxy formation models than existing merger trees in three respects:
• They eliminate critical failures in the halo growth history: massive haloes with either no progenitors or no desendants.
• They provide smoother mass growth for the graph as compared to individual trees.
• They distinguish between the central subhalo and the host halo (unlike other methods) and thus provide a better treatment of mergers. For existing semi-analytic models that rely on merger trees rather than merger graphs then the MEGA-Tree algorithm greatly improves with respect to other trees on the first of these properties and also satisfies the third.
We intend to investigate the use of MEGA-Graph and MEGA-Tree for galaxy formation modelling in a future paper. Figure A1 . The main branch length of all trees rooted at the present day (z = 0) omitting N p < 20 haloes. is the number of snapshots that a tree's main branch can be traced until it disappears. The upper, middle and lower panels represent mass bins of N P > 1000, 1000 ≥ N P > 100 and 100 ≥ N P ≥ 20 respectively. trees. To this end, we have regenerated our results using only halos with N P ≥ 20, for more direct comparison with the results from SMT13. We present the main branch lengths in Figure A1 and Figure A2 for the trees and graphs respectively.
Strikingly, in both the graphs and trees we retain the behaviour observed in Figure 10 and Figure 14 in the middle and upper panel. In the case of Figure A2 this definitively shows the robustness of the merger graph approach we advocate. However, for MEGA-Tree the retention of the improved behaviour in these mass bins may come as a surprise. Once again, this improvement can be attributed to the inclusion of descendent information in merger graphs which is then inherited by the trees via the splitting of haloes with multiple descendants.
In the lower mass bin, however, the graph approach does not provide a significant improvement but gives results similar to the SMT13 algorithms, with the exception of D-Trees which tracks fluctuations at the low mass limit better than others allowing snapshots to be skipped when looking for progenitors. Omitting these N p < 20 haloes removes our mechanism to compensate for downwards mass fluctuations in low-mass haloes.
To have well behaved main branch lengths in the low mass regime it is therefore imperative to have some mechanism to track fluctuations around the mass limit of a halo definition, be it snapshot skipping as utilised in D-Trees or tracking haloes below the halo mass definition as employed here. Figure A2 . The main branch length of all graphs rooted at the present day (z = 0) omitting N p < 20 haloes. is the length of a main branch, and the lower, middle, and upper panels represent mass bins of 20 ≤ N P ≤ 100, 100 < N P ≤ 1000 and 1000 ≤ N P respectively. The MEGAGraph main branches are defined such that they are rooted at generations of the graph where the most massive halo has a mass bounded by the upper and lower limit of the respective mass bin.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
The merger tree software described in the paper is available at https://github.com/wjr21/mega. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author.
